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Abstract

Eddy covariance technique to measure CO2, water and energy fluxes between bio-
sphere and atmosphere is widely spread and used in various regional networks. Cur-
rently more that 250 eddy covariance sites are active around the world measuring
carbon exchange at high temporal resolution for different biomes and climatic condi-5

tions. These data are usually acquired using the same method but they need a set of
corrections that are often differently applied to each site and in a subjective way. In
this paper a new standardized set of corrections are proposed and the uncertainties
introduced by these corrections are assessed for 8 different forest sites in Europe with
a total of 12 yearly datasets. The uncertainties introduced on the two components GPP10

(Gross Primary Production) and TER (Terrestrial Ecosystem Respiration) are also dis-
cussed and a quantitative analysis presented . The results show that a standardized
data processing is needed for an effective comparison across biomes and for underpin-
ning inter-annual variability. The methodology presented in this paper has also been
integrated in the European database of the eddy covariance measurements.15

1 Introduction

The eddy covariance technique provides unique measurements of CO2, water and
energy fluxes between the biosphere and the atmosphere at the ecosystem scale.
Currently, more than 250 eddy covariance towers are acquiring data around the world
(Baldocchi et al., 2001), covering different climate conditions, land cover and manage-20

ment classes, some of them running continuously for more than 10 years. The eddy
covariance technique is based on high frequency (10–20 Hz) measurements of wind
speed and direction as well as CO2 and H2O concentrations at a point over the canopy
using a three-axis sonic anemometer and a fast response infrared gas analyzer (Aubi-
net et al., 2000, 2003a). Assuming perfect turbulent mixing these measurements are25

typically integrated over periods of half an hour (Goulden et al., 1996) building the basis
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to calculate carbon and water balances from daily to annual time scales.
There are different sources of uncertainties in the eddy covariance measurements

that sometimes difficult to assess. Random measurement errors due to the technique
have been assessed by Hollinger and Richardson (2005), comparing the measure-
ments from two towers with the same flux source area (“footprint”) and by Richardson5

et al. (2006), comparing pair of measurements made on two successive days from
the same tower under equivalent environmental conditions. Varying footprints can be
a source of errors and uncertainties that can affect the data quality, particularly if the
ecosystem is inhomogeneous (Göckede et al., 2004). In addition, several errors due
to instrumentation limits may appear (acquisition frequency, sensor separation, fluctu-10

ation attenuation in closed systems, etc. . . ). Most of these problems can be solved
by applying correction procedures accordingly. However, it was shown by different au-
thors (Aubinet et al., 2000; Goulden et al., 1996; Gu et al., 2005), independently of the
preceding problems, eddy flux measurements can underestimate the net ecosystem
exchange during periods with low turbulence and air mixing. This underestimation acts15

as a selective systematic error: it only occurs during the night when CO2 is produced
by the ecosystem. As a consequence, the ecosystem respiration is underestimated
and the carbon sequestration overestimated (Moncrieff et al., 1996).

Massman and Lee (2002) listed the possible causes of the night flux error. There
is now a large consensus to recognise that the most probable cause of error is the20

presence of small scale movements associated with drainage flows or land breezes
that take place in low turbulence conditions and create a decoupling between the soil
surface and the canopy top. In these conditions, advection becomes an important
term in the flux balance and can no more be neglected. It was recently suggested
(Finnigan et al., 2006) that, contrary to what was thought before, advection probably25

affects most of the sites, including flat and homogeneous ones. Direct advection flux
measurements are difficult to measure as they require several measurement towers at
the same site. Attempts were made notably by Aubinet et al. (2003b), Feigenwinter
et al. (2004), Staebler and Fitzjarrald (2004) and Marcolla et al. (2005). They found
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that advection fluxes were usually significant during calm nights. However, in most
cases, the measurement uncertainty was too large to allow their precise estimation. In
addition, such direct measurements require a too complicated set up to allow routine
measurements at each site.

In practice, the night flux problem is by-passed by discarding the data corresponding5

to low mixed periods and replacing them by an assessment based either on the pa-
rameterisation of the night flux response to the climate or on look up tables (Falge et
al., 2001; Papale and Valentini, 2003; Reichstein et al., 2005). The friction velocity is
currently used as a criterion to discriminate low and well mixed periods. This approach
is generally known as the “u∗ correction”.10

Although being the best and most widely method currently used to circumvent the
problem, the u∗ correction is affected by several drawbacks and must be applied with
care.

First, an implicit application of the correction could lead to even bigger errors: indeed,
during calm night conditions, the CO2 can be either removed by advection or stored15

in the canopy air. In the first case, the application of a u∗ correction is fully justified.
However, in the second case, the CO2 stored in the canopy air would be removed by
the turbulence as soon as it restarts. It would be captured at this moment by the eddy
covariance system. If a u∗ correction had been applied during the storage period, this
flux would thus have been counted twice. One way to avoid this problem is to first20

correct the data for storage and then apply the u∗ selection. However, this requires
reliable CO2 storage measurements which are not always available at all sites.

The best way to compute storage flux is to deduce it from CO2 concentration profiles
made in the canopy. However, at many sites, a discrete estimation based only on the
concentration at the tower top is used. It is likely that, in tall forests sites, such an25

estimation is insufficient as it does not take the large concentration increase in the
lower air layers into account. It is therefore important to understand the potential errors
introduced using the discrete approach instead of the profile system.

Another problem with the u∗ correction is that it depends on the operator’s subjectiv-
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ity. Indeed, the u∗ threshold used to discriminate well and poorly mixed data is generally
chosen by visual inspection. Different alternative heuristic methods were proposed to
automatically determine the appropriate u∗ threshold value (Gu et al., 2005; Reichstein
et al., 2003, 2005).

Finally, the hypotheses underlying the u∗ correction are still debatable: firstly it is5

based on the assumption that flux in calm conditions can be inferred from measure-
ments made in windy conditions, which is not proved. Secondly, it supposes that mea-
surements made during turbulent periods are free of errors which is questioned by
recent experiment results (Kolle, private communication, Cook et al., 2004; Wohlfahrt
et al., 2005).10

In this context it is important to have a set of tools to process all the datasets available
with a standardized method with the aim to improve their quality, particularly if the data
are used for interannual analysis or site intercomparisons, and where raw data are not
available. In particular there is a high heterogeneity in terms of quality and methods
used in data processing. Many improvements in the Eddy measurements treatments15

were presented and applied over the last 10 years, often detailed information about
the data processing methods were not available and important variables like the CO2
storage under the canopy were not measured. For this reason it is very important to
find a standardized method to reprocess also the old data and obtain a standardized
dataset.20

It is also crucial to assess the effect of these corrections on data and the errors
and uncertainties introduced. The sequence of analyses presented in this paper
is based solely on the data to find the half-hourly data affected by common prob-
lems like spikes or low turbulence. Methodological uncertainties introduced by the
different quality control procedures (e.g. u∗ threshold selection) are systematically25

assessed at daily to annual time scales. Moreover, we also want to scientifically
document the data processing applied in the CarboeuropeIP Ecosystem database
(http://gaia.agraria.unitus.it/database) that now comprises more than 100 sites and a
total of more that 250 site-years.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Site and processing overview

For these analyses, 12 annual datasets of CO2 exchange have been used from eight
European eddy covariance sites (Table 1). The data were first storage corrected, then
a spike detection technique was applied and, after that, filtered for low turbulence con-5

ditions (low u∗). After these checks the yearly datasets were gap filled and the two
components Gross Primary Production (GPP) and Terrestrial Ecosystem Respiration
(TER) were estimated.

2.2 The spike detection method

Eddy covariance measurements are often affected by spikes, due to different reasons10

both bio-physical (changes in the footprint or fast changes in turbulence conditions)
and instrumental (e.g. water drops on sonic anemometer or on open path IRGA). The
spikes affecting the single instantaneous measurement (high frequency spikes) are
removed before the half-hourly average is calculated. Spikes could however remain
in the half hourly values and an outlier detection technique was applied to find these15

occasional spikes in the half-hourly flux data. These spikes commonly do not affect
directly the annual sums but can affect the quality of the gapfilled datasets. The al-
gorithm used to detect the spikes is based on the position of each half hourly value
with respect to the values just before and after and it is applied to blocks of 13 days
and separately for daytime and nighttime data. The outliers detection was based on20

the double-differenced time series, using the median of absolute deviation about the
median (MAD) that is a robust outlier estimator (Sachs, 1996).

For each NEEi half hourly data the d value is calculated as:

di =
(
NEEi − NEEi−1

)
− (NEEi+1 − NEEi ) (1)
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and the value is flagged as spike if:

Md +
(
z × MAD
0.6745

)
> di > Md −

(
z × MAD
0.6745

)
(2)

where Md is the median of the differences, MAD is defined as

MAD = median
(
|di −Md |

)
(3)

and z is a threshold value.5

Different z values were used to assess the effect on the data and the sensibility of
the method. In particular in this study we used three z values: 4, that is conventionally
used and – to be more conservative – 5.5 and 7.

2.3 The u∗ threshold selection and uncertainty

The u∗-threshold was specifically derived for each site using a 99% threshold crite-10

rion on night-time data as described by Reichstein et al. (2005): night-time data was
selected according to a global radiation threshold of 20 Wm−2, cross-checked against
sunrise and sunset data derived from the local time and standard sun-geometrical rou-
tines. For the u∗-filtering, the data set is split into six temperature classes of equal
sample size (according to quantiles) and for each temperature class, the set is split15

into 20 equally sized u∗-classes. The threshold is defined as the u∗-class where the
night-time flux reaches more than 99% of the average flux at the higher u∗-classes.
The threshold is only accepted if for the temperature class, temperature and u∗ are
not or only weakly correlated (|r|<0.4) The final threshold is defined as the median of
the thresholds of the (up to) six temperature classes. This procedure is applied to20

the subsets of four 3-month periods (January–March, April–June, July–September and
October–December) to account for seasonal variation of vegetation structure.

The u∗-threshold is reported for each period, but the whole data set is filtered ac-
cording to the highest threshold found (conservative approach). In cases where no
u∗-threshold could be found with this approach, it is set to the 90% percentile of the25
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data (i.e. a minimum 10% of the data are retained). A minimum threshold is set to
0.1 ms−1 for forest canopies and 0.01 ms−1 for short vegetation sites that commonly
have lower u∗ values. To be more conservative, in addition to the data acquired when
u∗ was below the threshold, the first half hour measured with good turbulence condi-
tions after a period with low turbulence is also removed.5

This procedure is repeated 100 times within a bootstrapping technique to asses
the uncertainty of the u∗ threshold detection, where the whole annual dataset is boot-
strapped (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). The 5% and 95% percentiles of the 100 boot-
strapped threshold estimates are taken as confidence interval boundaries (Fig. 1).

2.4 Gap filling and partitioning used10

To compare the effect of the different checks and filters applied at different time reso-
lution (from daily to annual), all the datasets had to be filled. We used as gap-filling
techniques the method described in Reichstein et al. (2005) that exploits both the co-
variation of fluxes with meteorological variables and the temporal autocorrelation of
fluxes. The potential effect of different gap-filling methods on annual sums is out of the15

scope of this paper, but it is systematically addressed in an ongoing work by Moffat et
al. 20061) and seems to be generally small for the methods investigated (Papale et al.,
2005).

The partitioning between Gross Primary Production and Terrestrial Ecosystem Res-
piration has been done according with the method proposed in Reichstein et al. (2005).20

1Moffat, A., Papale, D., Reichstein, M., et al.: Gap filling methods intercomparison, in prepa-
ration, 2006.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Variability and uncertainty of u∗ threshold values

For the 12 site/years used in this analysis, the 3 different u∗ thresholds obtained af-
ter storage correction and spike detection are in a range that varies between 0.1 and
0.7 ms−1, as reported in Fig. 2. Noteworthy, the u∗ threshold can be completely dif-5

ferent for different sites, from very low values and low uncertainty as in FR01 to high
values and uncertainty as in DE03. This variability in the u∗ threshold between sites is
possibly due to characteristics like vegetation and measurement heights, land-use and
topography. The value and the amplitude of the uncertainty in the threshold selected
is however not always directly related to the uncertainty introduced in the data and this10

will be shown later in the paper.

3.2 Effect of storage and u∗ correction

According to the eddy covariance data processing method, the CO2 fluxes are cor-
rected by storage fluxes and after that filtered by u∗ to remove measurements acquired
during low turbulence conditions. These two corrections have to be done in the order15

described above to avoid the double counting effect, i.e. that (turbulent+storage) fluxes
are removed during night with low u∗ (and so the potentially high storage flux ignored)
while during the following morning the depletion of the storage is accounted for (Aubi-
net et al., 2002). Figure 3 shown the annual sums obtained for the different sites/years
by using different treatments : the recommended one (first storage, then u∗), u∗ cor-20

rection only, storage correction only, and no correction. The little differences between
data without corrections and data only storage corrected, that theoretically should be
exactly the same for the annual sum, are due to the different number of gaps (e.g. if
storage flux is missing, but not turbulent flux). It is possible to see that the differences
between the four annual sums presented for each site and year vary a lot from site to25

site. For example for FR01 the differences are in the order of 30–40 gC m−2 yr−1 (be-
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tween 5 and 10%) while for IT03 the differences are very strong and lead to changes
the site from sink to source. Another interesting point is that the double counting prob-
lem (differences between right correction and only u∗) is evident only for part of the
sites (BE01, DE02, FR04, IL01 and IT03) while for other sites is not clear (in FI01 and
FR01 the trend changes from one year to the other) or in the opposite direction as5

expected (DE03).

3.3 Effect of the filtering techniques used

The amount of data removed by the filtering algorithms was found variable as depicted
in Table 2. The “Missing” column indicates the percentage of missing NEE values (not
measured or affected by evident measurement problems like pump or gas analyzer10

broken); columns labelled as “Spike” are relative to the percentages of additionally re-
moved data, due to spike detection, using the three different thresholds. An example
of the data detected as spikes is also shown in Fig. 4. The three “Ustar” columns of
Table 2 show the percentages of additionally removed data because acquired under
stable conditions (with low u∗) according with the three thresholds used. The last col-15

umn lists the percentages of data removed using a “mean” configuration with spike
threshold 5.5 and 50% u∗ threshold. It is evident that the largest percentages of data
is removed by the u∗ filtering, while the spike removal keeps largest part of the data
untouched. Up to more than 50% of the night-time data are subject to this u∗-based
filter, while daytime data are less affected by turbulence problems, except for DE0320

where in 2002 up to 50% of daytime data were filtered with the highest u∗ threshold.
All the corrections and checks described above have an effect at different time scales,

from the average daily trend to the annual sums. Figure 5 shows the monthly mean
diurnal NEE trends of the day for three site/years obtained using three different storage
correction: with the storage term assessed using a CO2 concentration profile in the25

canopy (NEE pr), assessed using the discrete approach using only the CO2 concen-
tration measured on the top of the tower (NEE sp) and without any storage correction
(Fc). Looking at the residuals, we note that without any storage correction a systematic
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error is introduced during both day and night time. The two errors go in the opposite
direction with underestimation of night-time respiration and overestimation of daytime
carbon uptake. It is also clear that the effect of the storage correction is different in
the three sites, with minor effect for FI01 (Fig. 5c). Analyzing the differences between
the two storages it appears that the differences are lower in respect to the comparison5

between storage and no storage correction at all and also the pattern is different and
less systematic.

Figure 6 shows the effect of the different thresholds z in the spike removing algorithm.
The average daily trend has been calculated after filtering the data according with the
3 z values of 4, 5.5 and 7 and also without performing the spike detection at all. It is10

important to remark that the presence of spikes is related to different aspects and in
particular to the site characteristics but also to the data screening operated by the PI. It
is possible to see that the spike removing affects the mean diurnal trend less than the
storage correction. In addition, there is not a clear trend also if it seems that the major
part of spikes for DE03 has been detected as “respiration” spikes.15

The analysis of the average daily trends does not give a clear quantitative infor-
mation about the effect on the daily to annual budget. We characterise the intrinsic
uncertainties of the correction methods by the difference between the maximum flux
and minimum flux obtained depending on the method for each day, week or month.
These uncertainties are presented in Fig. 7 as box-plots, where for example the me-20

dian range of the different methods for daily fluxes was 0.4 gC m−2 day−1, considered
as the median uncertainty of the corrections applied As expected, the uncertainty is
bigger in the daily sums compared to 8-daily and monthly aggregations. The u∗ thresh-
old selection is the most important source of uncertainty while storage, and in particular
spike detection, have a smaller effect on the sums.25

To understand the correction effects on annual sums an ANOVA has been performed
using the data coming from the sites where the storage is measured also using the
profile system. The summary of the results are shown in Fig. 8. The main source
of uncertainty is confirmed to be u∗ that is the main factor for three sites and in the
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fourth (FI01) is still important with 31%. In addition it has to be noted that this analysis
indicates the relative role of the different corrections in the uncertainty definition but it
is not related with the absolute value of the uncertainty. For DE03 the u∗ have a strong
effect (88%) and this is due to the differences in the three u∗ thresholds selected that
are the most variable compared with the other sites. Another important aspect is that5

the second order effects (interactions) are very low so that the three corrections seem
to be independent from each other.

The NEE annual sums obtained with the different combinations of the corrections
have been used as indicators of the methodological variability to analyze the effect of
the different corrections on the annual balance (Fig. 9a). In the upper three panels the10

ranges of annual NEE due to each single correction are shown, while in the last plot the
mean annual NEE and an error bar indicating minimum and maximum values obtained
for each site/year. As seen before (Figs. 7, 8), the u∗ filtering has the strongest impact
on the data., with generally an effect on the annual sum of about 40 gC m−2 yr−1. DE03
and IT03 are the sites with the highest u∗ filtering impact on the annual NEE (about15

70 gC m−2 yr−1) while for other sites like FI01 and FR01 it is very small and also of the
same magnitude as the storage and spike filtering effects. Looking to the annual sums
it is possible to see that the uncertainties are between 15 and 100 gC m−2 yr−1 and in
general between 10 and 20% except for IL01 where it is about 30% and IT03 where
the effect is strong enough to change the site from sink to source. It is also interesting20

to note that the uncertainties are of the same magnitude of the interannual variability
in the four sites where we analyzed two years. This result stresses the importance
of a standardized processing to avoid the introduction of artificial between-year and
between-site variability that hampers comparative analysis.

The u∗ filtering has been applied to daytime and night-time data since there is still25

a debate on this, with part of the scientific community that applies the u∗ filtering only
to night-time data (Anthoni et al., 2004; Arain and Restrepo-Coupe, 2005; Haszpra et
al., 2005). Figure 9b shows the same plot as Fig. 9a, but in this case we filtered only
the night-time data by u∗. It is possible to see that the uncertainty due to u∗ for DE03
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dramatically decreases for both years and the same happens clearly to the annual
budget uncertainty with a clear change also in the annual sum. For the others sites
there are no major differences, including IT03 where the u∗ filtering effect is still large
and also increased a little. The reduction of uncertainty in DE03 can be explained by
looking at the percentage of data removed by u∗ filtering (Table 2): this is the site with5

the highest percentage of removed daytime data (up to more than 50%) and with the
highest ratio between daytime and night-time data removed (up to 0.82 for DE03 2002
with u∗ 95%). DE03 is also the site where the u∗ threshold is the highest and also most
uncertain (Fig. 3). This could be indicative for strong advection occurring also at higher
u∗-values at this site, which would result in u∗ filtering being not sufficient under those10

conditions (Kutsch et al., 20062). For IT03 we do not see a reduction of uncertainty
if we remove only the night-time data with low u∗. This is also partially related to the
distribution of the filtered data between day and night because, unlike DE03, in this site
the filtered data are mainly concentrated during night-time.

Since the treatment of the NEE data can also have an effect on the partitioning15

into GPP and TER, we have also analysed the effect of the data treatment on these
flux components (Figs. 9c, d). It seems that the absolute uncertainties introduced
into the GPP by the corrections are about twice as high as for the net flux. This is
expected since any error on the TER estimate from the night-time data will affect the
GPP estimate in the same direction and hence be partially cancelled out when looking20

at NEE. Moreover, the methodological variability is higher for TER than for GPP, since
day- and night-time TER estimates are affected by data treatment (night-time TER is
extrapolated to the day, cf. Reichstein et al., 2005), while the GPP estimates are only
during day-time (during night by definition zero). As for NEE the major uncertainty is
introduced by the u∗-filtering also for the flux components. Nevertheless at most sites25

the range of GPP and TER values obtained by different u∗-thresholds is well below
100 gC m−2 yr−1. Since GPP and TER are large fluxes, the relative methodological

2Kutsch, W., Kolle, O., Ziegler, W., et al.: Advection and correction at Hainich, in preparation,
2006.
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variability of those fluxes is below 10% in most cases.

4 Conclusions

Eddy covariance data sets intercomparisons have been hampered so far by potential
differences introduced by non harmonized data processing. We consider this system-
atic characterization of the joint effects of storage correction, spike detection and u∗-5

filtering on net carbon fluxes and its components GPP and TER as an important step
towards a more standardized processing and to a better quantification of the uncer-
tainties in eddy covariance data and their processing. We showed that we can strongly
reduce the margin of uncertainties through a standardized processing by avoiding in-
appropriate data treatment (e.g. neglect storage correction or u∗-filtering), but it is also10

clear that heuristic methods like the u∗-filtering contain an inherent uncertainty as found
by the bootstrapping approach. Large uncertainties in the u∗-thresholds at one site
(and annual sums of NEE affected by those) might also indicate general limits of an
insufficiency of the heuristic u∗-filtering method and standardized data processing at
those sites, but it also suggest that this methodology may serve as tool to detect this15

problem. For a full uncertainty analysis of net CO2 fluxes and its components es-
timated by eddy covariance uncertainties introduced by non-captured advection, the
gap-filling methods and the flux-partitioning have to be addressed separately. Never-
theless, from our study we conclude that, except for exceptional sites, uncertainties
of annual NEE and its components GPP and TER remain below 100 gC m−2 yr−1 and20

consequently that any spatial or temporal signals or trends that are larger than this
number (e.g. continental gradients) can be detected by the eddy covariance method
deployed as a coordinated network.

Acknowledgements. This work has been founded by EC project CarboeuropeIP (GOCE-
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Table 1. Sites and years used and main characteristics. MF=mixed forest, ENF=evergreen
needle forest, EBF=evergreen broadleaves forest, DBF=deciduous broadleaves forest,
ECO=Ecosystem type, MAT=Mean Annual Temperature (◦C), Prec=Annual precipitation (mm).

Code Years Name Lat. Long. ECO MAT Prec Reference

BE01 2001 Vielsalm 50◦18′ N 5◦59′ E MF 7.5 1000 Aubinet et al. (2001)
DE02 2001, 2002 Tharandt 50◦57′ N 13◦34′ E ENF 7.7 820 Bernhofer et al. (2003)
DE03 2001, 2002 Hainich 51◦04′ N 10◦27′ E DBF 6.8 775 Knohl et al. (2003)
FI01 2001, 2002 Hyytiälä 61◦50′ N 24◦17′ E ENF 3.8 709 Suni et al. (2003)
FR01 2001, 2002 Hesse 48◦40′ N 07◦03′ E DBF 9.9 975 Granier et al. (2000)
FR04 2002 Puechabon 43◦44′ N 03◦35′ E EBF 13.5 872 Rambal et al. (2004)
IL01 2002 Yatir 31◦20′ N 35◦03′ E ENF 18.2 280 Grunzweig et al. (2003)
IT03 2002 Roccarespampani 42◦24′ N 11◦55′ E DBF 15.2 876 Tedeschi et al. (2006)
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Table 2. Percentage of half hourly data (storage corrected with the best method available at
each site: BE01, DE02, DE03 and FI01 profile, FR01, FR04, IL01 and IT03 discrete approach)
deleted in the different conditions. Missing: data not measured or deleted due to evident tech-
nical problems, Spike: additional data removed with the spike detection technique according
with the different thresholds, u∗: additional data removed (after previous removal of spikes us-
ing threshold 5.5) due to low u∗ conditions according with the three different thresholds, Total:
the percentage of data removed summing missing data, spike with z=5.5 and u∗ 50%. The two
numbers in italic are the percentages of night-time and daytime respectively for each site. All
the percentages are relative to the year.

Site year Missing Spike 4 Spike 5.5 Spike 7 Ustar 5% Ustar 50% Ustar 95% Total

BE01 01 7.48
7.03

1.06
1.11

0.46
0.38

0.19
0.13

13.09
20.03

20.21
29.82

28.04
38.92

28.14
37.23

7.92 1.02 0.54 0.26 6.15 10.61 17.17 19.06

DE02 01 9.82
8.61

1.89
2.28

1.02
1.36

0.46
0.68

13.35
21.87

17.45
28.15

28.15
42.18

28.29
38.12

11.04 1.50 0.67 0.23 4.83 6.76 14.12 18.47

DE02 02 16.64
14.21

1.76
2.31

0.95
1.40

0.41
0.64

11.63
18.74

15.66
24.52

21.17
31.36

33.25
40.14

19.08 1.21 0.49 0.18 4.51 6.79 10.98 26.36

DE03 01 15.55
17.80

1.30
1.44

0.58
0.64

0.24
0.30

20.03
25.83

31.29
38.93

39.36
47.01

47.42
57.36

13.30 1.16 0.53 0.18 14.24 23.65 31.71 37.48

DE03 02 15.67
18.58

1.20
1.05

0.64
0.62

0.30
0.29

28.53
35.42

40.77
47.35

56.31
61.70

57.08
66.55

12.76 1.35 0.66 0.32 21.63 34.19 50.91 47.61

FI01 01 14.25
19.38

1.27
1.58

0.59
0.76

0.29
0.38

15.64
21.15

21.68
28.92

29.12
37.52

36.52
49.06

9.12 0.97 0.41 0.21 10.14 14.45 20.71 23.98

FI01 02 15.59
21.76

1.27
1.40

0.51
0.62

0.19
0.23

22.00
28.53

30.01
37.63

37.47
45.22

46.11
60.00

9.42 1.13 0.41 0.15 15.47 22.40 29.71 32.23

FR01 01 7.63
8.94

2.84
3.08

1.87
2.04

1.13
1.12

15.26
23.29

15.26
23.29

17.92
26.75

24.75
34.27

6.31 2.60 1.70 1.14 7.23 7.23 9.09 15.24

FR01 02 8.41
9.24

2.63
3.46

1.60
1.91

0.87
1.04

16.50
24.08

16.60
24.19

20.09
28.55

26.61
35.33

7.58 1.80 1.29 0.70 8.92 9.02 11.62 17.89

FR04 02 9.51
9.92

1.88
2.18

0.86
1.00

0.41
0.43

31.60
46.77

37.45
52.67

46.28
60.31

47.82
63.60

9.10 1.59 0.71 0.38 16.44 22.24 32.25 32.04

IL01 02 18.20
17.32

1.67
1.87

0.92
1.12

0.48
0.63

23.58
38.66

29.49
46.70

36.89
55.37

48.61
65.14

19.09 1.47 0.72 0.33 8.49 12.28 18.42 32.09

IT03 02 6.96
6.54

2.40
2.71

1.61
1.82

0.86
0.96

20.15
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storage calculation and spike threshold z=5.5.
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Fig. 5. Effect of different storage measurement methods on monthly mean diurnal NEE trends
for three sites: BE01 01 (Fig. 5a), DE02 01 (Fig. 5b) and FI01 02 (Fig. 5c). In the upper
panel diurnal trend calculated from NEE pr is shown; the others three panels the residuals
respectively between the two storages (Pr–Sp), between storage from profile and nor storage
correction (Pr–Fc) and between storage from discrete approach and no storage correction (Sp–
Fc).
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Fig. 6. Effect of different spike detection thresholds z on monthly mean diurnal NEE trends
for three sites: IL01 02 (Fig. 6a), DE03 02 (Fig. 6b) and IT03 02 (Fig. 6c). In the upper panel
diurnal trend calculated from data before spike detection is shown; the others three panels
the residuals respectively between original and z=7, between original and z=5.5 and between
original and z=4.
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5.5 (Ust), the two different storage calculation methods with u∗ 50% and spike 5.5 (Sto) and the
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Fig. 9a. Effect of the three different corrections and total uncertainty introduced on the annual
NEE for the different sites and years. u∗ correction applied to daytime and night-time data.
Ranges calculated taking into account 4 spikes detection level (0, 4, 5.5, 7), 3 u∗ thresholds
(5%, 50%, 95%) and 2 storages calculation (single point and profile when available, na = not
available).
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Fig. 9b. Effect of the three different corrections and total uncertainty introduced on the annual
NEE for the different sites and years. u∗ correction applied only to night-time data. Ranges
calculated taking into account 4 spikes detection level (0, 4, 5.5, 7), 3 u∗ thresholds (5%, 50%,
95%) and 2 storages calculation (single point and profile when available).
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Fig. 9c. Effect of the three different corrections and total uncertainty introduced on the annual
GPP for the different sites and years. u∗ correction applied to daytime and night-time data.
Ranges calculated taking into account 4 spikes detection level (0, 4, 5.5, 7), 3 u∗ thresholds
(5%, 50%, 95%) and 2 storages calculation (single point and profile when available).
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Fig. 9d. Effect of the three different corrections and total uncertainty introduced on the annual
TER for the different sites and years. u∗ correction applied to daytime and night-time data.
Ranges calculated taking into account 4 spikes detection level (0, 4, 5.5, 7), 3 u∗ thresholds
(5%, 50%, 95%) and 2 storages calculation (single point and profile when available).
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